Vic Challengers ARGH! Journal and Notebook

We all have days or incidents when we just
go Argh!! It feels good to tell someone but
sometimes no one is handy or we would
rather keep it secret. Tell it to the journal!
With a pen and your imagination and this
journal you can get the Argh off your
chest! Of course a journal is great for other
times too - like opps, yahoo or whatever
days! The Vic Challenger Argh! Journal
and Notebook includes 100 pages for your
personal entries. Pages are lightly lined for
organized writing. It is a popular familiar
size 8.5 x 11, for comfortable writing and
space for longer detailed entries. You are
unique. In the world of journals, Vic
Challenger Journals are unique. They all
feature exclusive covers with novel
designs. Dont settle for commonplace.
Use a refreshingly designed journal as
distinctive as you. Your journal will
provide a table of contents for convenience.
By noting topics on a page you can easily
find an entry later. Your Vic Challenger
journal is ideal for campus note taking
(BTW,
handwriting
aids
memory
compared to using a keyboard.), to record
dreams, capture ideas and inspiration on
the go, chronicle a trip or get poetic! Have
an adventure your way and jouranlize it!
Like a best best friend your journal can
help you navigate both common
pandemonium of life and the more troubled
times that you sometimes face. Plus its a
fantastic way to celebrate those especially
awesome occasions of your life! If you
have never journaled before and worry if
you can think of anything to write - dont
worry. There is a list of ways to use your
journal and its guaranteed you will think of
new ways. Just get started. Its fun and a
practice recommended by educators,
writers, counselors and others. Journaling
has been a trusted method of personal
reflection for millennia and can be a
powerful tool for positive change and
learning.
Vic Challenger journals also
make a great gift for any occasion and are
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available in many styles and for many
specific uses - to fit the many distinctive
styles of you, your family and friends.
Produced by a small, veteran owned
business, the Vic Challenger journals are
designed and printed in the U.S.A.
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